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Summer 2020 has been unlike any 
summer that has come before. For 
months prior, children’s worlds were 
shrunk down to four walls, a few faces 
and countless hours of screen time. 
Knowing this, Camp Hazen YMCA felt an 
essential need to open our doors to the 
children of our local community for Day 
Camp Programs this summer and their 
parents who were headed back into the 
workforce.

Commissioner Bye, of the State of 
Connecticut Office of Early Childhood, 
has expressed that it’s important for 
camps to continue to meet their mission 
for children and families by providing 
‘critical childcare for frontline workers’ 
and ‘critical experiences for children’ 
during this public health crisis.

At Camp Hazen YMCA, we believe it 
is our responsibility to support our 
community in times of need. Our 
programs, starting in March of 2020, 
have continued to be influenced by 
the guidance of numerous people and 
government agencies, including but 
not limited to, the State of CT Office 
of Early Childhood (OEC), Center for 
Disease Control (CDC), American Camp 
Association (ACA), and the YMCA of the 
USA.

Although different, the activities and 
structure of Camp Hazen YMCA’s 
2020 programs held many similarities 
to previous years. No matter the 
circumstance, the focus remained on 
friendship and fun, while helping kids be 
the best version of themselves in a safe 
environment surrounded by good role 
models.

Here are some examples of how we’ve 
adpated our programs this year:

CAMP CARE
FOR CHILDREN OF 
ESSENTIAL WORKERS

Starting March 23rd, 2020, Camp 
Hazen YMCA received approval from the 
State of Connecticut’s Office of Early 
Childhood to operate a program that 
provides child care for local families 
of essential community workers. This 
program had very limited availability 
and still reached up to 30 participants 
by June. The program was designed 
for children of parents whose job is 
essential for the well-being of the 
greater community.  For example: 
hospital staff, emergency services 
personnel, pharmacists, and other 
essential workers for local community 
services.

ALWAYS HERE
FOR OUR COMMUNITY

JUNE - 
AUGUST

MARCH - 
MAY

In May of 2020, the Governor of 
Connecticut announced that Overnight 
Camps were not permitted to open 
this summer. In this case, Camp Hazen 
YMCA focused solely on providing day 
programs for our local community this 
summer. Camp Hazen YMCA received 
approval and encouragement from 
the State of Connecticut’s Office of 
Early Childhood to operate a Summer 
Day Camp to help support our local 
community as we went back to work. 
This program ran from June 29th, 2020 
until August 28th, 2020. We averaged 
about 170 campers per each 2-week 
session.

SUMMER DAY CAMP

Our LEA program was altered this 
year to include a group of 25 teens 
who participated in a 2-week day 
program. Like any year, they took 
part in leadership training workshops 
that educated them in topics ranging 
from time management to leadership 
styles and public speaking. They were, 
however, restricted from working with 
the younger campers to limit contact.
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Camp Hazen YMCA has received 
approval from the State of Connecticut’s 
Office of Early Childhood to operate 
a program that will help with child 
care for local families transitioning 
back to school this fall. As we head 
into this new phase of reopening our 
communities, we know that the struggle 
for managing the logistics of a hybrid 
school schedule is real. Therefore, this 
program was designed for any families 
who feel like they need a safe place 
for their children at this time. Hazen’s 
Fall Camp Care program is scheduled 
to last through October, although we 
are committed to provide this service 
as needed throughout the state of 
emergency.  Currently we have nearly 70 
campers registered for September. 

FALL CAMP CARE
TO SUPPORT HYBRID 
LEARNING SCHEDULES Traditionally, Camp Hazen YMCA offers 

Family Camp during the Memorial Day 
and Labor Day holiday weekends. This 
year, we chose to add an additional 
weekend from September 11th - 13th. 
These weekends included lodging, food, 
and activities for families throughout 
their stay. It is typical that during these 
weekends, families visit with friends 
they’ve made from previous years and 
individuals create their own schedule 
with the activities that interest them 
most. Different to most years, the 
programs we offered this September 
and will continue to do in October 
are truly family-focused. Families 
move together through their weekend; 
registering in advance for activities 
like the zip-line or reserving the tennis 
courts. Our goal is to give everyone 
the Hazen experience they know and 
love, while ensuring everyone stays and 
feels safe. We were thrilled to have 20 
families attend for Labor Day Weekend 
and 10 families for the additional 
September weekend. We’re looking 
forward to our Mother/Daughter and 
Father/Son weekends in October.

FAMILY CAMPS
As circumstances change, Camp Hazen 
YMCA will continue to seek guidance 
from a long list of advisors. We are 
determined to provide these much 
needed programs as long as we are 
able. In true YMCA fashion, we remain 
committed to supporting the needs of 
our community in whatever capacity we 
can, and will utilize our team of full-
time, year-round YMCA professionals to 
make it happen.

WHAT’S 
NEXT?

The COVID-19 pandemic has certainly presented obstacles to assist our community while keeping everyone safe. In order to do so, we’ve purchased 
additional cleaning equipment and supplies as well as hired additional staff to implement necessary safety precautions. In addition, we’ve incorporated 
the following protocols:
• Large supplies of hand santizer are accessible so that each group’s counselor can carry it with them and we can have others dispersed around the 

property. 
• Disinfectant is used liberally and sometimes dispensed through backpack sprayers to allow for a larger scale of sanitation on our boats, swim 

docks, picnic tables, and climbing elements. 
• Infrared thermometers require less contact and became necessary for our new check-in procedures where every morning staff and campers receive 

temperature checks during their health screening. 
• Each staff member is required to follow guidelines in regards to face coverings in the work place. As recommendations have changed, starting this 

fall all campers are required to wear them indoors. 
• All children, staff, and volunteers are encouraged to wash hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds as recommended by the CDC. 

To allow this, it was vital that we create four exterior hand washing stations to encourage washing on a more regular basis.
• Meals are now served cafeteria style onto disposable food ware. Meal times are staggered and food is eaten outdoors.

STAY HEALTHY, STAY SAFE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT CAMPHAZENYMCA.ORG

or 
CALL (860)526-9529



We couldn’t have led the program we did this summer without the outdoor space that our new Gateway Pavillion provided. For 
those that have been unable to visit Hazen lately, you might not even recognize it! Starting in the fall of 2019, we embarked 
on an ambitious project to reconstruct our front entrance. This large capital project was necessary to restructure the main 
entrance of our camp and allow for safer transitions between activities for our youngest campers, taking away the need to 
cross a busy state road. This upgrade was extremely helpful in tackling everything 2020 has thrown at us. The new pavillion 
has not only allowed for outdoor programming, but also outdoor dining. Utilizing this large space, we were able to give our 
campers a feeling of community and social connection while maintaining safe physical distance.

GROWING
STRONGER
TOGETHER
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